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Figure  7a t-JNK appears highly similar to Fig.  1a 
GAPDH in [2].

Additionally, Fig.  4a has very unusual shapes for flow 
cytometry plots.

The authors have stated that they misused the figures, 
which affected the accuracy of the data. The authors and 
the Editors-in-Chief therefore no longer have confidence 
in the presented data and the conclusions of this article.

All authors agree to this retraction.
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The Editors-in-Chief have retracted this article at the 
authors’ request. After publication, concerns were raised 
regarding image similarities between this article and sev-
eral other articles. Specifically:

Figure 2f 5-FU + ad-ctrl appears highly similar to Fig. 3j 
Ctrl WT cells in [1];

Figure 3e CIV-II blot appears highly similar to Fig. 2a 
Cyclin D1 in [2], which was under consideration within 
the same time frame as this article;

Figure  3e CIII-core2 blot appears highly similar to 
Fig. 4f mito-LC3 in [3], which was also under consider-
ation within the same time frame as this article;

Figure  4e Survivin appears highly similar to Fig.  2e 
Cyclin D1 in [4, now retracted];
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The online version of the original article can be found at https://doi.
org/10.1186/s12935-019-0812-3.
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